SAMPLE QUESTION POOL FOR QUIZ 6
MULTIPLE CHOICE EXERCISE

01. The Ka is represented as
   a. a bird
   b. a human-headed bird
   c. a pair of upraised arms*

02. Mumia is
   a. an Egyptian word meaning 'tar'
   b. an Arabic word meaning 'tar'*
   c. a Latin word meaning ‘corpse’

03. In mummification the heart is
   a. removed from the body and discarded
   b. removed from the body and preserved
   c. left inside the body*

04. In mummification the lungs are
   a. removed from the body and discarded
   b. removed from the body and preserved*
   c. left inside the body

05. In mummification the brain is
   a. removed from the body and discarded*
   b. removed from the body and preserved
   c. left inside the body

06. Beeswax is
   a. one of the materials used to dehydrate the body
   b. one of the materials used to recondition the tissues*
   c. one of the materials used to stuff the body

07. Horus is the son of
   a. Isis*
   b. Tefnut
   c. Nut

08. Household god
   a. Sobek
   b. Tefnut
   c. Bes*

09. Canopic god who looks after the stomach
1. Qebhsennuef
2. Imset*
3. Bes

10. Canopic god with a falcon head
   a. Qebhsennuef*
   b. Imset
   c. Bes

11. The Canopic gods are sons of
   a. Osiris
   b. Anubis
   c. Horus*

12. Anubis is
   a. the god of mummification*
   b. the god of the dead
   c. neither A or B

13. Ra is worshipped at
   a. Heracleopolis
   b. Heliopolis*
   c. neither A or B

14. God represented as a baboon or an ibis.
   a. Thoth*
   b. Sobek
   c. Bes

15. Maat is represented as
   a. a woman with hippopotamus features
   b. a woman with a lion head
   c. a woman with a feather in her hair*

16. Sun temples include
   a. one centrally located obelisk*
   b. two twin obelisks
   c. four obelisks placed at the four corners of the enclosure

37. In Egypt polygamy was practiced by
   a. the common folk only
   b. the royal family only*
   c. all social classes
18. Natron is
a. one of the materials used to dehydrate the body*
b. one of the materials used to recondition the tissues
c. one of the materials used to stuff the body

19. Amulet placed on the mummy's left side
a. scarab
b. Horus eye*
c. Ankh cross

20. Crocodile god
a. Sobek*
b. Tefnut
c. Bes

TRUE/FALSE EXERCISE

21. (Ra) Atum is the creator god
True*
False

22. Duamutef is the canopic god with a baboon head
True
False*

23. Duamutef is the canopic god who protects the lungs
True*
False

24. The dehydration process lasted 40 days
True*
False

25. The total length of mummification process was 70 days
True*
False

26. Geb is the father of Osiris
True*
False

27. Isis is the goddess of Moisture
True
False*
28. Nut is the mother of Nephthys
True*
False

29. Maat is the goddess of Justice
True*
False

30. El Amarna is the city of the Ennead
True
False*

31. Ra Herakty = Ra at the Horizon
True*
False

32. The ‘eye panel’ is painted on the left side of box coffins
True*
False

33. Thoth is associated with the invention of writing
True*
False

34. The Greek historian Herodotus is an important source on mummification
True*
False

35. A scarab amulet was traditionally placed on the mummy’s heart
True*
False

36. A tool in the form of a drill was used for the ‘Opening of the Mouth’ ceremony
True
False*

37. In Predynastic burials the deceased is placed in a contracted position facing West
True*
False

38. The Ba soul is a human-headed bird
True*
False
39. Shabtis are servant figurines placed in tombs
True*
False

40. The ‘Pyramid texts’ are a body of sacred spells found in late Old Kingdom pyramids
True*
False